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Abstract

The overall objective of the paper is to examine how states that face an overarching (perceived) existential threat may be at a disadvantage when developing their National Security Strategies (NSS). The main hypothesis is that states facing an overarching threat tend to focus almost exclusively on that and may subsequently ignore or under-estimate other potential great threats, while at the same time they may miss out on opportunities to enhance their domestic, and even regional, security and geopolitical standing. A secondary hypothesis aims to test whether these myopic situations develop due to the sociopolitical expectations for a single-issue NSS focus. Furthermore, being an EU Member State may potentially exacerbate a false sense of both insecurity (from the overarching threat) and security (from other potential threats). This raises questions on i) whether the EU is in a position to understand the localized security perceptions and thus provide the necessary support to mitigate those fears, and ii) whether it can act as a security provider, not only in real terms (point i), but also by re-orienting the Member States’ view of security and threats.
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Introduction

Formulating National Security Strategies (NSS) is almost never a straightforward task, free of major theoretical or empirical complexities, even in cases where there is a single overarching and very dominant existential threat. In such cases, the focus of the NSS is usually unquestionable; it revolves around the source of the overarching threat (OT). This paper explores on one hand the potential challenges of formulating a comprehensive NSS in states dominated by a single OT, and on the other it questions the potential true functionality or purpose of the NSS in such environments.

The paper is separated into three major sections. The first explains the importance of overarching threats in contributing to the formation of unique mentalities
and culture, which in turn become themselves obstacles to the development of comprehensive NSSs. The second part focuses on the potential impact on an NSS, and more specifically how the latter may be either too focused on a single issue – i.e. the overarching threat – or very ‘thin’ when it comes to the other potential threats that fall outside the realm of the OT. The third part focuses on the role of the EU as a potential security provider whose actions or inactions shape the national security paths of a state under an overarching threat. The paper draws empirical data from the case of Cyprus and more specifically from the Republic of Cyprus and, to a much lesser degree, Georgia. It must be noted on the outset that the Republic of Cyprus has been working on an official National Security Strategy document, but it is not yet, to my knowledge, complete, or indeed public. Thus, in the case of Cyprus (as opposed to that of Georgia), the reference to a NSS does not necessarily refer to an actual written document, but rather to National Security Strategy as part of the country’s security culture, mentality and practices.

Overarching Threats (OTs)

Overarching threats are defined as existential threats, which, if they materialize, will have an extremely high negative impact on the state and on society. Such threats are not necessarily limited to a single referent object such as the physical security of the people in a state, or the political survival of a government. In line with the Copenhagen School of thought, existential threats could extend into other areas using a logic of a more widened and ‘sociologized’ analysis of security. Wæver points out that ‘a discussion of security is a discussion of threat’ meaning that security becomes ‘what actors make of it’. It is precisely this intersubjective sociological approach to security that allows for the development of a widened security agenda with multiple sectors and numerous potential referent objects that could be under existential threat. Indeed, since its conception, securitization theory has been used to study security-related issues and processes in several areas including terrorism.

That said, most overarching threats focus on the survival of the state, which subsequently means that more than one ‘sector’ or referent objects are directly or indirectly affected by the OT. For instance, a military invasion does not only pose an existential threat to the people and the state, but inevitably to the economy, the societal structures and potentially the environment. Frequently, OT are also persistent, in the sense that they are not usually a ‘one-time incident’, but rather the outcome of medium or even long-term actions or adversarial relationships, as is the case, for instance, of states or communities that are the recipients of negative actions or threats from neighbouring rivals.

Expectedly, OTs have a significant impact on the perceptions and security cultures of the societies facing the threat, and the impact should be expected to be even greater in cases where the perceived probability of the threat materializing is higher due to historical and contemporary incidences related to the threats. Unsurprisingly, OTs with significant impact are found in protracted or persistent conflicts; that is, enduring – usually dyadic – rivalries engaged in conflict over an extended period. In such cases, more often than not the same source of threat is imbedded in the society’s routines and remains unchallenged by the majority of the population. For the Palestinians the source of threat would be Israel, for Georgians, Russia, for South Korean, North Korea, and for (Greek) Cypriots, Turkey, just to name a few.

It is worth noting that the use of violence, acceptable as it may be as a tool in such environments, is not a necessary ingredient to observe an enduring rivalry. North and South Korea – in the post Korean war period – is such an example. However, intense or frequent violent acts not only enhance the chance for conflicts to remain
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unresolved, but also contribute to the internalization of the overarching threats. Violence also allows for the development of stronger links between negative past experiences and potential future threats, even when there is no strong evidence that a current or future perceived threat is likely to materialize. In other words, individuals and states may frequently evaluate future threats – and similarly future security providers – based on their past experiences and not necessarily based on current developments or on other security-related indicators. In other words, threats are usually linked to the ‘enemy other’ and not necessarily due to the presence of violence (or active conflict) as it is frequently assumed. This is not surprising, especially in protracted conflicts, as security-related discourses tend to resonate for a long time, frequently for generations, and remain resilient in the collective memory of the communities. Indeed, as Horowitz notes, in ethnic conflicts, antipathies towards ‘the other’ are so strong that they can ‘survive even the powerful solvent of modernization’ and contribute to the perpetuation of ethnic antagonisms. Official and non-official positions contribute to the perpetuation of the relevant security discourses, frequently creating an insurmountable obstacle for political elite who cannot ignore the public sentiments, even if politically it would be more beneficial for the country to do so. Similarly, education has a major role to play both in terms of peacebuilding and the perpetuation or even exacerbation of the conflict. Taking a potentially negative role of educators to the extreme, Sommers notes that ‘many who conduct modern wars are expert at using educational settings to indoctrinate and control children’. Indeed, the internalized security-related perceptions are too strong, too resilient and too ‘visible’ (in opinion polls) to be ignored.

What is argued in this paper is that in the presence of overarching existential threats – especially in the military sector – states and people tend to focus entirely on that, frequently ignoring other potential threats. Considering the actual or potential impact of an OT, this should not be seen as either irrational or as unexpected, especially if the OT has a high probability of materializing. Interestingly however, this ‘over focus’ on a single issue may also exist in cases where the probability of threat materializing is relatively low. In the latter case, this is predictable irrationality, at least in the eyes of outsiders. It is certainly predictable behaviour to focus on potentially big threats; however, it can be perceived as irrational to ignore, or under-focus, on much more probable threats. It is likely that outsiders will be the only actors to see this irrationality, as locals, due to

the internalized perceptions they hold vis-à-vis the OT, are unlikely to consider such behaviour as anything but expected and legitimate. Indeed, in environments where there is an OT, it is very likely to observe group-think mentality, which would only perpetuate the internalized positions, as well the recycling of knowledge with few opportunities to ‘think outside the box’, or rather ‘outside the OT’.

**Can or Should Overarching Threats Be Excluded from a National Security Strategy?**

Is it even possible in protracted conflict environments for an NSS not to focus on the OT? The answer is a resounding ‘no’. Any national security strategy that does not focus on the most existential threat of the state will essentially be completely meaningless as it will lack legitimization in the eyes of the locals, and most likely the non-locals. Lack of legitimization will essentially render any NSS pointless at best, and at worse, it will create a backlash for the government that drafted it. Indeed, ignoring the OT would be nothing less than political suicide, as OTs are central to society, routinized, and more often than not, unchallenged domestically. The centrality of the threat means that society, the political elite, the media and the public, are constantly preoccupied with the threat and the political developments that are linked to it. The centrality of the issue is not only evident from the focus it receives in the press and the political discourses, but also in education material and societal activities. OTs are also routinized in the sense that the same discourses, that are usually presented as zero-sum positions, tend to appear repeatedly in official and non-official positions. Lastly, they are unchallenged in the sense that the threat (and source of threat) is so deeply securitized that its presence and importance are unlikely to be challenged in any convincing way by political elite, media or the public.

While the aforementioned conditions may make it impossible for governments not to ‘over-focus’ on the OT, it does not mean that the focus is not justified. On the contrary, it is as justified as it is expected. What is being discussed here is the possibility that the focus on the OT comes at the expense of focusing on other potential threats. A National Security Strategy aims not only to define and outline the threats a state is facing, but also to explore the options on how to deal with them. Thus a NSS should help determine the strategic security objectives of a state and subsequently the necessary means to achieve them. With this in mind, the paper does not question whether an OT should be part of the NSS – it should – but rather the potential opportunity cost, namely the inability or unwillingness to focus on other (potentially
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much more probable) threats. This opportunity cost is not necessarily in reference to the actual NSS paper – that may or may not focus on all kinds of threats – but also on the means and resources allocated to achieve the objectives outlined in the NSS. In other words, this potential neglect due to a potential over-focus on an OT should be seen in practical, societal and cultural terms.

Specifically, on paper, no decent NSS would ignore other potential threats such as cyber warfare, environmental threats, etc. Thus, it should be considered a given that an NSS would, on paper, pay attention to all different kinds of threats. In reality, however, to what extend would such a comprehensive NSS influence the practical aspect that deals with threats? The assumption is that the NSS should be shaping the path for a state’s security focus. This paper argues that in the presence of an OT, it is the OT and the associated security culture that will determine the security orientation of the state and not an NSS. Furthermore, the paper questions the sincerity of the NSS vis-à-vis the actual actions taken to deal with non-OTs outlined in the NSS. For instance, how many resources and time are actually allocated to threats other than the ones that are linked to the OT? Simply put, to what extent can a theoretically comprehensive NSS actually change the security culture of a state that is faced with an OT? Similarly, should we expect that the strategic approach towards the OT will be altered in any significant way because of the development of an NSS? This paper argues that it is unlikely that an NSS would influence, in practice, the security orientation of the state in any direction other than the OT, while at the same time it is unlikely that it would influence the practices followed for dealing with the OT as they are already well-formed, institutionalized and not easily alterable. Equally important is the question on whether society actually cares enough about any other kind of threats to the degree that it would demand a change of focus for the national security. Lastly, it is questionable whether in an OT culture society and the government mechanisms are actually capable of either initiating or handling such a change.

The Republic of Cyprus and the Turkish Overarching Threat

While it is beyond the scope of the paper to provide a literature review of the Cyprus problem, it is still essential to briefly outline some key variables of the conflict that will contribute to the theoretical premises presented above. The five-decade long Cyprus Problem is one of the most contemporary protracted ethnic conflicts, with abundant literature on the subject and with conflicting views on what has caused it, on who is to be blamed for its perpetuation and on the structure of the ‘final settlement’. The conflict is viewed as ethno-national, with disputes between Greek and Turkish Cypriots, as an
issue of incompatible subject positions, as the outcome of regional and superpower interests and interferences, or as a combination of any of the above. Irrespective of the position one holds on the causation of the conflict and its perpetuation, what is certain is that the problem remains very central to Cypriot society.

Precisely because the problem is so central, most foreign policy decisions – of the Republic of Cyprus – are almost always linked to improving security against the Turkish OT. Perhaps the most indicative example is the RoC accession to the EU, which, as the former Minister of Foreign Affairs Ioannis Kasoulides noted, ‘is the greatest guarantee for our existence’. This is a position held by essentially all Greek Cypriot political elite, which clearly indicates on one hand the existential fear deriving from the Turkish OT, and on the other the fact that security from the OT is far more important than anything else, such as economic prosperity. That said, it should be expected that in the presence of extraordinary developments, such as the unprecedented (for Cyprus) financial crisis in 2013, the governmental and public focus will temporary shift to those issues. However, once the major (temporary) crisis is over, the focus is expected to return back to the ‘ethnic problem’ and the associated threats.

The behaviour and positions of international actors are key for Greek Cypriots and how much they can be trusted or not depends almost solely on their position on the Cyprus Problem. Despite the fact that the RoC asks for more international involvement, more often than not, Greek Cypriots perceive the international community as biased and as a potential threat, rather than as a force for settlement, while they frequently have a misplaced perception on what the role of international actors are or should be vis-à-vis the problem.

Cyprus is also a complex double minority environment where both Greek and Turkish Cypriots feel, and could be, considered minorities. The Turkish Cypriots constitute approximately 20% of the island’s population and they are, therefore, a minority in Cyprus. However, if the two so-called motherlands, Greece and Turkey,
are considered, then Greek Cypriots become the minority. The close ties with and partial dependence of the two communities on their respective motherlands (especially between Turkish Cypriots and Turkey), coupled with the historical and frequently violent intercommunal and interstate relations, have rendered Cyprus vulnerable to external influences and have contributed to the development of a climate of deeply securitized relations between the two sides. Despite the deep distrust between the two and the illiberal environment, there is a non-hurting stalemate; indeed, and the conflict remains comfortable.

Irrespective of the absence of major violent incidences for over four decades, the fact that Turkey maintains tens of thousands of troops north of the Green Line, while concurrently continues to occupy 37% of the island, makes the neighbouring country the unquestionable and unchallenged overarching threat for Greek Cypriots. Thus, for decades there are deeply internalized negative perceptions and conflict-perpetuating routines that all revolve around the Turkish OT. The Turkish OT is associated with future proposed settlement plans and is heavily linked to the violent past, but also to the ongoing Turkish regional relations and actions, many of which are completely unrelated to Cyprus, but are still seen as ‘indicators’ of Turkey’s potential future behaviour. The Greek Cypriot perceived threat is not necessarily openly linked to future aggression – at least not on land – but rather to the security dimension in case of a settlement and to any relative advantages that Turkey may gain at the expense of the RoC. In other words, the conflict is perceived in zero-sum terms and any positive development for Turkey is usually perceived as a negative development for the RoC and as a potential threat. Ultimately, the perceived threat is that Turkey could achieve its goals in Cyprus, which would be anything from full control of the island, to indirect control through the Turkish Cypriots, to a more permanent and ‘legitimate’ (to the extent this is possible) dichotomization of the island, to the complete change of the sociocultural and demographic character of the island. Thus, the Turkish presence is seen as an overarching threat in the military, political, societal and economic sectors.
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21 Adamides, ‘A comfortable and routine conflict’.

22 Since the discovery of hydrocarbons in the Cypriot Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ), Turkey frequently sends warships in the Cypriot EEZ in an attempt to stop the exploration and exploitation of the Cypriot natural gas. The most indicative example was in February 2018 when Turkey sent five warships to literally block the Italian Saipem 12000 drilling ship (hired by the Italian ENI), forcing it eventually to cancel, for the time being, the planned drill in the Cypriot EEZ.
Evidence of Greek Cypriot Threat/Security Perceptions

The political elite discourse, as expected, focuses on the need for a conflict to problem, which as Greek Cypriot elites constantly note is one of invasion and occupation, thus clearly and consistently anchoring the issue to a single source: Turkey. Equally clear is the fact that the use of terms ‘invasion’ and ‘occupation’ have a very significant impact on the security perceptions of the people. These perceptions are frequently reflected in opinion polls focusing either on the prospects of settlement or on issues of security. One such indicative survey, conducted by the bi-communal Center for Sustainable Peace and Democratic Development (SEED) in 2017, clearly demonstrates how the Turkish OT is so dominating, that any potential settlement scenario that involves Turkish guarantees (for intervention) and/or Turkish military presence on the island creates a bigger insecurity for Greek Cypriots than the current status quo. In other words, the status quo, which is essentially the aforementioned illiberal, but comfortable conflict, provides a sense of security, as Cypriots seemed to have learned to live with their conflict-based routines and any change – including a settlement – would actually lead to more insecurity, if the OT is not completely eradicated from the proposed framework. Unfortunately, for both sides, the zero-sum environment that exists in Cyprus makes the eradication of the mutually exclusive OTs practically impossible, as Greek Cypriots cannot seem to accept anything that involves the Turkish military in the settlement, while the Turkish Cypriots do not seem to accept anything that does not involve the Turkish military or the Turkish right to intervene.

The survey presented six different scenarios regarding the Treaty of Guarantee (ToG) to both Greek and Turkish Cypriots. The ToG is one of the most, if not the most, difficult parts of the problem to resolve, not only because it is an overarching threat, but also because it is not entirely up to Cypriots to reach an agreement, as Turkey (and to a lesser degree Greece and the UK) must also agree to the terms. As can be seen in Figure 1 (next page), all six proposed scenarios related to the ToG and a potential settlement, actually create more insecurity for Greek Cypriots than security. This is particularly interesting, considering that the first one proposes the
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cancellation of the ToG after some ‘reasonable progress’ has been achieved, namely the successful implementation of important parts of the agreement, such as successful power-sharing and major absence of violence. While we do not have a definitive answer on why this feeling exists, there are a few reasonable educated guesses. The first is that Greek Cypriots do not believe there can be ‘reasonable progress’, which, subsequently would also mean that the ToG will not be cancelled. They may also believe that ‘reasonable progress’ can easily be disputed by the Turkish side for the benefit of maintaining the ToG. A more conspiratorial possibility along the latter scenario is based on the notion that a major violent incident may be the outcome of a provocative act in order to justify the continuation of the ToG; we have seen wars start on pretexts and falsified or false information, so this should not be entirely in the sphere of science fiction. On the other side of the spectrum, of course, there may also be Greek Cypriots who do not trust right-wing (Greek Cypriot) elements in society, who may indeed engage in violent incidences. Either way the outcome will be the same. Alternatively, Greek Cypriots may simply not trust that Turkey would hold its end of the deal and that it would cancel the ToG even if there is ‘significant progress’. Irrespective of the potential explanation, these kinds of responses clearly demonstrate the importance Greek Cypriots place on the overarching threat. Needless to say, all other options, which are considered to be worse than the first one, created even more insecurity than the status quo.

![Figure 1](image_url)

**Figure 1:** Scenarios - Greek Cypriot sense of security (Source: SEED, 2017)
Figure 2 shows the Turkish Cypriot responses to the same scenarios. The least problematic option for Greek Cypriots – the one described above – is the most problematic for Turkish Cypriots, clearly demonstrating the zero-sum positions on the specific issue, but also the deep distrust between the two sides.

![Figure 2: Scenarios - Turkish Cypriot sense of security (Source: SEED, 2017)](image)

**Cyprus is not Unique: The Case of Georgia**

Georgia is another indicative example of how a single overarching threat dominates security perceptions. While it is beyond the scope of this paper to engage in a detail analysis of the Georgian case study, a brief mention will help demonstrate how OTs have a significant influence on NSSs, while it will also help differentiate the level of impact from between more and less ‘active’ conflicts. Equally important is the fact that Georgia does have a written (public) National Security Concept, which contributes to providing more concrete evidence between the link of OT and NSSs.

As expected, for Georgians, the single OT is the Russian Federation. The violent incidences of the recent past clearly created a dominant security concern that is heavily linked to a single source of threat: Russia. As shown in Figure 3 (next page), in a national survey conducted in March 2018, the top three national security threats for Georgia are linked to Russia. Unsurprisingly, the top spot is occupied by the prospect of further Russian military aggression, followed by the occupation of Abhkazia and South Ossetia, followed by terrorism, which too is also linked to Russia. All in all, more than 50% of all security concerns are linked to Russia.
The perceived way to reduce this form of insecurity is, predictably, military improvements and a closer link to NATO, which is the optimum option. Interestingly, EU membership, much like the case of Cyprus, is also considered to be a good solution as it is presumably believed that Russia would be less likely to act aggressively against an EU member state. This is interesting, because, as argued in more detail in later sections, there is no clear indication that the EU can be a ‘solid’ security provider, at least not vis-à-vis ‘hard’ security; on the contrary, it could potentially create a false sense of security.

While the survey results only reflect the public’s opinion, the Georgian National Security Concept (GNSC) reflects the official positions and concerns. A content analysis of the 28-page long GNSC reveals that the word ‘Russia’ appears 85 times; every single time the reference is either directly or indirectly negative for the country’s security. Out of the 85 references, 64 were unique (i.e., not in the same sentence or paragraph), and 39 of those 64 times were linked to hard security concerns with expressions such as ‘military aggression’, ‘occupation’, ‘breach of sovereignty’ and ‘terrorism’. Another 11 times Russia was linked to political threats while the rest were linked to societal, economic and even environmental threats. In sum, there was not a single issue – ranging from sovereignty to political stability to the environment and to the economy – in the Georgian national security concept that did not include Russia as a source of threat.

![Figure 3: Top threat for Georgia’s national security and who can help](image-url)
Dealing with the OT Impact

While it is inevitable that the NSSs of countries like Cyprus and Georgia will inevitably focus on the overarching threat, the actual OT impact is not universal; on the contrary, the kind and degree of impact depends primarily on two factors, namely on how ‘active’ and probable the threat is perceived to be, and secondly on the ultimate political goal of each state vis-à-vis the OT. The case of Georgia for instance is an example of a relatively active threat given that it is a much ‘warmer’ and violent conflict, and ultimately the Georgian authorities’ goal is much more direct, aiming at highlighting the Russian threat without any consideration for potential political backlash or consideration for political correctness. The case of Cyprus is an example where it is expected that the OT will still be dominating – especially on official documents – albeit potentially indirectly, given the nature of the status quo as a ‘frozen conflict’. Cyprus’ goal is, obviously, to highlight on one hand the threat, but on the other to also gain the moral and political high ground, and towards this end it has tread much more carefully. Inevitably, in the case of Cyprus much concern is given on ongoing negotiations, on potential political backlash, but also on the actual possibility for further military aggression (which in the case of Cyprus it seems to be much smaller compared to that of Georgia).

In cases like Cyprus, political correctness is essential in order to avoid any potential international political backlash that would hurt the negotiations’ front, while being part of the EU, it becomes rather important to focus on specific security concerns that are echoed by the EU Member States. This opens the door for the development of a more comprehensive NSS where there is not a single focus point – the OT – as is the case for instance in Georgia; on the contrary, the focus is on multiple potential threats, ranging from cyber warfare to environmental risks. While on the surface an approach where a state focuses less on the OT and more on all potential threats appears to be the proper way to proceed for the development of an NSS, in practice there are numerous questions regarding the actual impact the latter would have in the security orientation of the state. Specifically, there are questions of legitimacy in the eyes of the people and other (international) actors, as well as doubts on the actual practical impact in terms of concrete actions followed to deal with the theoretically comprehensive NSS.

Public Legitimacy and the Issue of Allocated Resources

Legitimacy, in liberal democracies, is perceived to be one of the most essential conditions for the smooth governance of a state or region by the governing authorities. As Tyler notes, if authorities are deemed to be illegitimate, ‘social regulation is more
difficult and costly.\textsuperscript{24} In other cases, the legitimacy of a political action or suggestion is achieved through referenda, leaving essentially the final approval to the people. This was the case when Scandinavian countries asked their populations if they would like to join (or not) the European Union.\textsuperscript{25} In other cases, legitimacy may be subtler and manifested through the absence of major reactions by the political opposition or the public. This section aims to examine how an NSS must enjoy public legitimacy in the sense that the public must consider it as a correctly focused approach to the state’s security.

While there is not yet an official, public Cypriot NSS document to examine in detail, any official security-related documents that attempt to outline the security threats of the state in a comprehensive manner as described above, may be to some extent illegitimate in the eyes of the people. While any state will attempt to provide a ‘correct’ or ‘proper’ document that focuses on all potential threats and much less on the OT, the public would expect exactly the opposite. Similarly, the state must determine whether the security-related threats that are outlined in official documents, such as an NSS, deserve the respective resources to deal with them. In countries like Cyprus, it is very clear that the vast majority of security-linked resources and routines are tailored towards the OT – Turkey – with the national guard being the prime example. As a result, what we expect to observe is a security strategy that dictates a focus on multiple (contemporary) threats, and on the other a resource allocation that focuses by and large on a single established threat. Thus, the strategy may in essence have little, if any, use to actually formulating a new security orientation. This is not surprising given that individuals in conflict environments are used to conflict perpetuating routines, and frequently actually contribute to their perpetuation as it helps them maintain their ontological security.\textsuperscript{26} Such routines also include the defense mechanisms that are perceived as necessary to defend against the OT. Any changes to such established security structures would be considered as a disruption to the existing routines, and, as Mitzen\textsuperscript{27} notes, disruptions create anxiety and are likely to be opposed, even at the expense of a more productive and efficient resource allocation, which would provide a more comprehensive security environment.


\textsuperscript{27} Ibid.
There is yet another important variable that could raise legitimacy questions, namely the absence of potential threats from states that otherwise offer political and economic safety. Specifically, overreliance on any single state for military, economic or political support should not be considered a sound security strategy, yet it is frequently deemed as necessary, either because it is the only possible option or for lack of possible alternatives. Therefore, there is an issue when the political realities on the ground force a state to rely too much on a single country, to the point that the over-reliance is a potential threat, which, however, cannot easily be portrayed as one in any official document or discourse. Even more specifically, it is not a secret that the Republic of Cyprus heavily relies on Russia’s support and, indeed, Russia has consistently supported Cyprus in the UN Security Council and elsewhere. Therefore, there is little doubt that Russia is one of the closest partners of Cyprus. Similarly, it is not a secret that there is quite a heavy reliance on Russian capital both in the financial/accounting/legal industry as well as in the field of real estate. Under other circumstances this economic over-reliance should be an issue of concern, yet it should not be expected to appear as such, as the help towards the OT is considered to be of much greater importance than anything else.

With the above in mind, the presence of an OT in environments such as Cyprus may lead to the development of national security strategies that ‘tick all the right boxes’, but in reality are of little use in the actual security strategy of the country, or have an actual impact in reorienting the state’s security mentality and processes.

The next sections focus on the European Union as a potential security provider and as a variable for contributing to the security strategy of Cyprus.

**The EU Factor: A Sense of Security for the RoC**

It is generally accepted that the primary factor for the Republic of Cyprus joining the EU is to strengthen its security vis-à-vis its overarching threat and, more generally, to further internationalize the conflict and concurrently to enhance its negotiation power. There were no illusions that the EU would militarily protect Cyprus in case of further Turkish aggression, or that it would militarily force Turkey out of Cyprus, yet there was a widespread feeling that Turkey would not act aggressively against an EU member state and, perhaps more importantly, that the RoC’s relative political power would be significantly bigger as an EU member. A side effect of EU membership is that the RoC, despite its close relations to Russia, has become much more West-oriented after its accession in 2004. Thus, a secondary goal is the RoC’s aspiration to have a much more important security role for the EU given that it is the EU Member
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28 See n.16 for the aforementioned statement by former Minister of Foreign Affairs, Ioannis Kasoulides
State closest to the turbulent Middle East: a state that also has very good relations with the Arab states, Iran, and Israel.

While the two goals can indeed be quite complementary, the geopolitical realities and complexities of the specific regional security complex of the Eastern Mediterranean highlight the limitations of the EU as a security provider. The most indicative example is the February 2018 Turkish naval blockade in the Cypriot Exclusive Economic Zone. Despite the strong EU warnings towards Turkey, it was very clear that the EU was neither willing nor capable of taking further actions against Turkey for the sake of enhancing the Cypriot security. Thus, the EU’s image as a security provider for Cyprus is at best a vague one, in the sense that the EU is the first – and perhaps most important – actor the RoC reaches to once there is a security threat, but at the same time it is evident that there are very clear limitations to how much security the EU can offer in the presence of ‘hard’ geopolitically driven security issues. It is worth noting that some Greek Cypriot political elites explicitly supported the idea of invoking Article 42.7 of the TEU, which provides for the collective defense of a member state in case it is attacked. However, Article 42.7 was never evoked, not least because the blockade was not a clear cut case of an attack, but also because it was unclear how the EU would actually respond to such a request. The absence of a clear picture of the potential EU reaction and the level of support for such hard security issues is indicative of the EU's limitations to act as a regional security provider.

The ‘EU as a security provider’ is yet another essential variable in an NSS of an EU Member State, even though the credibility of the specific security provider is questioned. The EU’s inability to act as a solid security provider, coupled with the fact that Cyprus is not – and most likely will not become – a NATO member, the RoC has turned to other solutions through bilateral agreements and enhanced interstate relations with countries like France, Israel and, of course, Russia.

However, bilateral approaches can be particularly complex if one of the security providers is also a potential threat for other EU states, as is the case of Russia. This automatically means that Cyprus has to tread very carefully between the West/EU and Russia. As mentioned, the issue is further complicated when there are also deep economic and societal ties that extend beyond the issue of security.

Figures 4 and 5 show the views of Greek and Turkish Cypriots respectively regarding their preferences for potential security providers (guarantor states). As expected, Russia is the primary choice for Greek Cypriots, but the least favourable option for Turkish Cypriots. France is equally important for Greek Cypriots given the close military and political relations between France and the RoC.
Solidarity Threat Perceptions

As already mentioned, any self-respecting NSS is expected to include the ‘trending’ threats, especially if the latter are important for one’s partners; one such case is the threat of terrorism. Europeans perceive, unsurprisingly, terrorism to be a major threat.
While this might be a justifiable fear for some EU states, there is no real reason why Cypriots would feel particularly threatened; and yet they are. The 2017 Eurobarometer (Figure 6) shows that Cypriots are the most concerned individuals in the EU regarding the challenge terrorism poses on the internal security of the EU. The results for other threats are very similar – the number in the parenthesis shows the rank of Cyprus in the specific opinion poll: organized crime (2nd), natural and man-made disaster (2nd), cyber-crime (1st), EU’s external borders (3rd).

Given the aforementioned data, it would not be unfair if one assumed that Cyprus is a particularly dangerous place, suffering from terrorist attacks and other crimes or threats that disrupt societal routines. One would be wrong if he or she made such an assumption.

Figure 7 shows all the terrorist attacks in Cyprus from 2013 onwards. All were non-mainstream attacks, as they did not have any form of political or religious motivation and were not aimed towards the public at large; they were mostly tailored towards ‘resolving’ private disagreements. As can also be seen from the figure, there were zero fatalities or injuries. Thus, it is questionable why Cypriots are so concerned about terrorism (or the other aforementioned issues).
The data do not show why Cypriots are so concerned. A working hypothesis is that the above-average Cypriot concern may be related to how Cypriots are accustomed to always think in terms of security and threats because of the ever-present overarching threat (even though the specific threats are not linked to Turkey). Simply stated, threats are part of the Cypriots’ routines.

Cypriots seem to also believe that not enough is done to handle the threats. The hypothesis that ‘not enough is done’ to deal with security threats is not irrational; indeed, in Cyprus politics it is a constant struggle among the elite to demonstrate which one is the most capable of dealing with the overarching (and other) threats.29 Thus, there also seems to be a built-in mentality that the threats are not sufficiently dealt with. Witness to this hypothesis is the Cypriots’ response to the question of whether the government/law enforcement is doing enough to fight terrorism. Cyprus scores below average, even though, as shown in Figure 7, in the past five years there were no major terrorist attacks that resulted to any injuries or deaths. Thus, there is

29 C. Adamides, Securitization and Desecuritization Processes in Protracted Conflicts: The Case of Cyprus (Palgrave Macmillan, forthcoming).

Figure 7: Terrorist Attacks in Cyprus (Global Terrorism Database)
little reason for Cypriots to believe that the law enforcement is not doing enough towards terrorism-related security; yet, it seems that the ‘default’ response that ‘not enough is done to deal with the threat’ dominates the society.

The fact that the EU is not perceived to be a reliable or capable security provider could partially be attributed to structural limitations; it was not, after all, designed to be a hard security provider. That said, there seems to be more willingness for a more regional and global role, as frequently advocated by EU officials and as noted in the EU Global Strategy. Indeed, the emergence of more security-oriented developments, such as the Permanent Structured Cooperation (PESCO), directly and indirectly indicates that the EU wishes to have a much more important and autonomous security role. A role that many member and non-member states – such as Cyprus and Georgia respectively – consider to be of particular importance for their own security, especially vis-à-vis an overarching and existential threat.

The EU has the willingness to carry more weight in the international arena, but it lacks the geopolitical thinking and culture. It needs to re-educate itself on how to think geopolitically, and overarching threats and crises can be a blessing in disguise for the EU in its effort to establish itself as a major regional and global player. While such threats may highlight the EU’s limitations and lead to rifts within the Union, they also pose as an opportunity to demonstrate that the EU can ‘talk the talk and walk the walk’. At the same time however, the same opportunities, if not handled appropriately, could easily solidify the perceived EU limitations.

The aforementioned incident with the naval blockade in the Cypriot EEZ is a clear opportunity that could easily backfire. Essentially the crisis emerged when a candidate
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state, Turkey, stopped militarily a Member State, Cyprus, from pursuing its national interests in its own EEZ — but disputed by Turkey — area. Following the incident, the President of the European Commission, Jean-Claude Juncker, stated that he was ‘strictly against the behavior of Turkey’, while in written responses

‘the EU has repeatedly stressed the sovereign rights of EU Member States, which include, inter alia, entering into bilateral agreements and exploring and exploiting their natural resources in accordance with the EU acquis and international law, including the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. The EU continues to stress the need to respect the sovereignty of Member States over their territorial sea and airspace.

While such responses are useful and are utilized by Cyprus political elite to demonstrate the EU’s support, in reality they have not changed the developments on the ground. In the specific case, the Italian company was forced to leave and postpone (or cancel?) its drilling activities. Inevitably, Cypriots, as well as others who observe the developments, acknowledge the political and ‘theoretical’ EU support, but also focus on the EU’s inability to convince a candidate state that such behaviour is unacceptable. Thus, the EU’s inability to act in a more determined way is in sharp contrast with the locals’ need for concrete actions against an overarching threat. It is likely that other states will question the EU’s proclaimed goal of becoming a global security player if the EU cannot influence a potential ‘family member’ from hurting the interests of an existing ‘family member’. How can the EU be trusted to have a role in much more turbulent and complex regions such as the Middle East when it cannot handle the problems in its own backyard? Moving ‘from vision to action’, as the EU HR/VP Federica Mogherini noted, entails more concrete actions and perhaps a much better understanding on how it can offer security solutions to overarching threats first for its member states and then for the regional states, before aspiring to be a global player.

Despite the abovementioned challenges, the importance of the EU is not, and should not, be discounted despite the former’s limitations, as the security environment for countries like Cyprus would most likely have been much worse had it not been an EU member state. It is indeed central to the Cypriot national security strategy, but ultimately there is always the risk of creating a false sense of security that could


potentially lead to more national insecurity. For instance, the assumption that Turkey
would not engage in further military actions was disproved with the 2018 events in
the EEZ. Thus, building an NSS based on the security provided by the state’s EU
membership may be useful and logical, but at the same time it is also relatively risky
given the aforementioned EU’s limitations.

Conclusion

It must not be surprising that a state facing an overarching threat will formulate
its security strategies around a single source of threat. This is frequently politically
necessary for the decision-makers as it is what will guarantee public legitimacy and
political capital. However, this ‘over-focus’ on a single issue, as necessary as it may
be, may lead to an insufficient NSS in terms of breadth – i.e. focus on other potential
threats not necessarily related to the OT – or in terms of the quality of the state
security structure – for instance, insufficient training for non-OT related threats,
problematic resource allocation to handle other threats, etc.

The case of Cyprus, and despite the absence of an actual (public) NSS document
(as of the time of writing) provides a good case study of how an OT can influence the
NSS mentality and approaches of the decision-makers and public alike. Furthermore,
the specific case also allows us to focus on the limitations of the EU as a potential
security provider, which could have, theoretically, contributed to the formation of
more comprehensive security strategies that would satisfy both the national, the
regional and the EU’s security needs.
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